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Abstract
A cycle C in a graph G is extendable if there exists a cycle C′ in G such that V (C) ⊆ V (C′)
and |V (C′)|= |V (C)|+ 1. A graph G is cycle extendable if G contains at least one cycle and
every non-Hamiltonian cycle in G is extendable. Hendry (Discrete Math. 85 (1990) 59) asked
if every Hamiltonian chordal graph is cycle extendable. We prove that every planar Hamiltonian
chordal graph is cycle extendable.
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1. Introduction
When trying to show that a graph is Hamiltonian, one standard approach is to
consider a cycle of maximum length and then obtain a longer cycle if the graph is
not Hamiltonian. Sometimes, the longer cycle obtained contains all the vertices of
the original cycle plus one additional vertex. This motivated the introduction of cycle
extendability by Hendry [3].
A cycle C in a graph G is extendable if there exists a cycle C′ in G such that
V (C)⊆V (C′) and |V (C′)|= |V (C)| + 1; C′ is called an extension of C. A graph G
is cycle extendable if G contains at least one cycle and every non-Hamiltonian cycle
in G is extendable. Cycle extendability is a natural generalization of Hamiltonicity.
Faudree and Gould [1] gave a forbidden subgraph characterization for a graph to be
cycle extendable. Hendry [2] also considered cycle extendability in digraphs.
A chordal graph is a graph with no induced cycle of length at least 4. It is easy
to see that every chordal graph G is cycle reducible, meaning that for every cycle
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C in G which is not a triangle, there exists a cycle C′ with V (C′)⊆V (C) and
|V (C′)|= |V (C)| − 1. This motivated Hendry [3] to raise the question whether ev-
ery Hamiltonian chordal graph is cycle extendable. In this note, we prove that every
planar Hamiltonian chordal graph is cycle extendable.
We consider only simple graphs. Given a cycle C in G and two vertices u; v on it,
we use C[u; v] to denote the portion of C from u to v in the clockwise direction. Let
C(u; v)=C[u; v]− {u; v}.
2. Main results
Lemma 1. Suppose G is a chordal graph and C is a cycle in G. If uv is an edge on
C, then u; v have a common neighbor on C.
Proof. The subgraph F of G induced by V (C) is a chordal graph in which uv is
contained in at least one cycle. The shortest cycle in F containing uv is an induced
cycle, hence must be a triangle. The third vertex of that triangle is a common neighbor
of u; v on C.
Theorem 2. Every planar Hamiltonian chordal graph is cycle extendable.
Proof. Let G be a planar Hamiltonian chordal graph. We use induction on n= |V (G)|.
The claim is trivially true for small values of n. Given a non-Hamiltonian cycle C in
G, we pick a Hamiltonian cycle H of G that shares maximum number of edges with
C. Since V (H) properly contains V (C), there exist u; v∈V (C) such that H [u; v] has
length at least 2 and V (H [u; v])∩V (C)={u; v}. Note that V (C)⊆V (H [v; u]). Suppose
that u; v are adjacent. Then C∗=uv∪H [v; u] is a non-Hamiltonian cycle containing
V (C). If V (C∗) properly contains V (C), then since the subgraph F induced by V (C∗)
is a planar Hamiltonian chordal graph with |V (F)|¡n, and C is a non-Hamiltonian
cycle in F , we can apply the inductive hypothesis to F to get an extension of C.
Otherwise, V (C∗)=V (C). Since uv∪H [u; v] is a cycle, by Lemma 1, the vertices u; v
have a common neighbor w on it. Now uwv∪H [v; u] is an extension of C∗, and hence
an extension of C.
Hence, we may assume that u; v are non-adjacent. Let x; y; z be the farthest neighbors
of u on the three u; v-paths C[u; v]; C[v; u], and H [u; v], respectively. Then ux∪uy∪
C[x; y] is a cycle on which x; y are the only neighbors of u. By Lemma 1, u; x have a
common neighbor on this cycle, which can only be y since u has no other neighbor on
the cycle. Hence, x; y are adjacent. Similarly, x; z are adjacent, and y; z are adjacent.
The triangle xyz divides the plane into two faces. Clearly, since u and v cannot be
embedded on the same face, we may assume that u is embedded inside xyz and v is
embedded outside (see Fig. 1).
Then every u; v-path in G must intersect triangle xyz at one of its vertices. This
implies that every a; b-path in G, where a is a vertex on C(x; y) and b is a vertex
on C(y; x), must contain one of x; y; z; otherwise such a path can be used to obtain a
u; v-path avoiding x; y; z.
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Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Now, without loss of generality, suppose x appears before y on H [v; u]. If H [v; x]
contains some vertex b on C(y; x), then H [v; b] would be a path between C(x; y) and
C(y; x) which uses none of x; y; z, a contradiction. Hence, H [v; x] does not contain any
vertex on C(y; x). By similar arguments, H [y; u] does not contain a vertex on C(x; y).
Also, H [x; y] cannot contain both a vertex on C(x; y) and a vertex on C(y; x). Thus,
we see that H [x; y] (and hence H [x; u]) does not contain a vertex on C(x; y), in which
case H [x; u] does not contain a vertex on C(x; y). Since V (C)⊆V (H [v; u]), H [v; x]
must then contain all the vertices on C(x; y) (and none of the vertices on C(y; x)).
Now C′′=H [v; x]∪C[y; x]∪yz∪H [z; v] is a cycle that properly contains V (C) (see
Fig. 2). If C′′ is non-Hamiltonian, then we can apply the inductive hypothesis to the
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subgraph induced by V (C′′) to get an extension of C. So we may assume that C′′ is
a Hamiltonian cycle of G. We show that C′′ shares more edges with C than H does,
which would contradict our choice of H and thus complete our proof. Since H [u; v]
is internally disjoint from C, the edge on H [u; v] that is incident to u is not on C.
Hence H does not contain both edges on C[y; x] that are incident to u. On the other
hand, C′′ contains all the edges on C[y; x] and all the edges H shares with C[x; y]
(see Fig. 2). It follows that C′′ contains more edges of C than H does.
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